Camp Knock Knock Jokes

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Matt
Matt who
Matt-resses here are hard as rocks

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Arthur
Arthur who
Arthur any spiders at this camp?

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Dawn
Dawn who
Dawn wake me up so early

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Butter
Butter who
Butter not start a food fight

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Ken
Ken who
Ken you paddle any faster

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Water
Water who
Water you doing in the lake

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Colleen
Colleen who
Colleen up this mess before you leave.

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Amy
Amy who
Am-y-fraid of snakes

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Leif
Leif who
Leaf me alone, I’m sleeping

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Amos
Amos who
Amos-quito is on your nose

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Marsha
Marsha who
Marsha-mellows are great for roasting

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Annie
Annie who
Annie more marshmallows around here.

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Ken
Ken who
Ken you hear something growling

Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Scott
Scott who
Scott to be a bear around here somewhere